Nlyte Energy
Optimizer
(NEO)
Mitigate, Measure,
Maximize

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

In today’s on-demand world, an enterprise needs the
visibility and agility to react quickly to changes in the

Mitigate:


state of its data centers. The health of a data center’s
infrastructure is paramount to an IT organization’s

 





 

steer you clear of failures


mission to deliver high quality services on time and cost
effectively.












infrastructure to reduce your costs
















 



into worldwide operations
Our comprehensive monitoring covers all major protocols
and devices as well as reporting. In addition, we have
advanced monitoring and alarming capabilities including

Measure:


up-to-the-minute event management and the associated
analytics required for proactively managing data center









actionable insight


infrastructure.













to further your business intelligence


Nlyte Energy Optimizer (NEO) can ensure IT service

















Big Data and 3rd party applications

continuity, driving real-time analytics into ITSM
ecosystems. The breadth and depth of our offerings
provides unmatched visibility, insight and solutions into

Maximize:


all aspects of your monitoring and alarming needs.















simulated failures (so you can plan ahead)






 







updates and alerts
















pre-built integrations
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Nlyte Energy Optimizer (NEO)
Use Cases








Benefits



Simulate power failures to ensure redundancy and harden
critical energy systems









Gain greater insight and ability to manage energy needs today
and tomorrow





 



Improve control of energy and cooling resources to drive down
costs

Improve Labor Savings

Enable facility and IT personnel to collaborate more easily and
do their jobs more quickly

Branch Circuit Monitoring



Co-location Operations













Enables co-location providers to gain visibility on tenants
usage of resources

Bi-Direction Integrationwith ITSM











 





for more accurate operations and costing








 


















 



 















use




Integrates alarms originating and tracked in NEO (Nlyte
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Power Failure Simulation & Prevention

KEY BENEFITS













issues before they happen




increase uptime





infrastructure







Energy Capacity Planning

Global dashboard

Data Center separated into
zones for each tenant

KEY BENEFITS
Detailed power system view
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Energy Optimization & Cost Reduction

KEY BENEFITS






 

resources



 
temperature of data center
ensuring no creation of hotspots



 

data center investments





Branch Circuit Monitoring

KEY BENEFITS




capacity planning



 
emissions








 
















up to date panel schedules
eliminating the guess work in
the Data Center
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Virtual PDU

KEY BENEFITS



 

occurring on the data center






 
assets and true cost of service







provided by ITSM solutions




 

happening in the data center




 
the needs of the business

 

Improved Labor Savings

KEY BENEFITS



 
IT personnel





maintain data center
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Bi-direction integration with ITSM

KEY BENEFITS















 


 






 









 



 

 















 





 



Colocation Operations

KEY BENEFITS











 

temperature and balancing load







whenever nearing power or
space limits







on resources they are using
and reporting that allows
them to bill-back inside their
organizations
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Enhanced Busmains & Tapoffs

KEY BENEFITS


 

  
current and historical power use in
this part of the power chain from
the device feeding the busmain
down to each connected tapoff and
ultimately the cabinets, strips and
assets



 

 

cabinets and devices fed by each
tapoff








potentially affected by power loss

Busmain Details page

Alarm Workflow

Two off-the-shelf Nlyte
Workflow processes can
be used as-is or enhanced
to meet specific needs

KEY BENEFITS
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Device and Point Configurations
Nlyte Energy Optimizer (NEO) allows for different types

Typical types of functions (points) that are
typically monitored.

of devices to be monitored by the application through
industry-standard protocols such as:


In-Rack Power Strip and outlet-level monitoring:









Each device, based on the communications protocol,





 



 

 



 




 
 



or other object being polled by the application that is
being monitored and trended within the NEO application.










 

 

address, OID, or slave ID is assigned to each device so
that a network connection can be made and the selected
points can be captured by the polling engine.
Devices typically monitor with NEO:

Branch Circuit Monitoring at the panel:
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Floor Standing PDU:

Power Meters:

Computer Room Air Conditioner (CRAC):

Environmental Sensors:

In-rack power strip:


UPS:














A MIB is consulted For SNMPmonitored devices to select the OID’s.
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